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We Need PHYSICS Inputs (w/ Plots)
Based on Green Texts & Discussions

➢Remainder of FCNC decay modes

➢Inputs for the global CKM fit

➢Tau and low multiplicity observables

➢Charm/Strange physics

➢BSM from flavor physics



Remainder of FCNC decay modes

✅ Di-tau modes
✅ Di-neutrino modes (invisible)
❎ Radiative mode (e.g. Λb -> Λ /pK + γ)
❎ Electron modes for RK and RK*
(systematic dominated)



Inputs for the global CKM fit
CP Invariant Observables

➢|Vub|, |Vcb|:  
➢1) Inclusive & exclusive B->Xc,ulv decay rates
➢2) W->cb decays (see later talks)
➢3) Bc->τv decays

➢|Vts|, |Vtd|: from Δd & Δs (B0 and Bs oscillation time, 
reprojection?) 

➢|Vus|: currently 0.2% from K decays. (Ideal limit from Tera-Z: 
4E-4??)

See the TALK

mailto:https://indico.cern.ch/event/838435/contributions/3635813/attachments/1971201/3279343/lusiani-fcc-jan20.pdf


Inputs for the global CKM fit
The Angles

The TALK

mailto:https://indico.cern.ch/event/891123/contributions/4601722/attachments/2351890/4013122/CKMfitter2021.pdf?subject=https://indico.cern.ch/event/891123/contributions/4601722/attachments/2351890/4013122/CKMfitter2021.pdf




Inputs for the global CKM fit
The Angles

➢α : b -> uud, e.g. B->ππ (0.4°), best precision 
from B->ρρ

➢β: b->ccs/ mixing, e.g. B-> J/ψ K, rescale FCC?

➢γ: B->DK, rescale FCC?

➢βs: from Bs-> J/ψ φ, known

➢ASL: rescale FCC?

➢|Vts Vtd sin(β+ βs)|: see strange physics



Tau & Low-Multiplicity



Strange Physics

One prominent example: KS ->μμ

Two orders of magnitude away! Decay length ~ 3 cm.
Syst. dominated @ LHCb, challenging even at future K factories.



Strange Physics

Dominated by KL decays with 
long-distance contributions

Need to measure precise 
lifetime, transition from KS 
to KL

KS 
contribution

KL contributionStatistics require O(1013) neutral K0’s
Possible for a Tera-Z+:
➢ QCD K0 in general jets (~1 in each Z-> qq)
➢ Z->ss to hard K0’s
➢ b/c decay to K0’s in Z->bb/cc



Strange Physics

If the strange can be “tagged”,
is non zero, can be used to measure
CPV in the short distance KS-> μμ amplitude



BSM Physics: Light States from 
Flavor

➢From tau decays: see Anson’s talk later

➢From B decays: Ongoing

➢New ideas?


